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Abstract A variety of InGaAs/InP quantum structures have been frown by vapor levitatioa 
epitaxy (VLE) and investigated by low temperature pbotoluminesccnce (PL). Excellent 
long-range uniformity of QW peak positions across a two-inch diameter wafer is achieved. 
Monolayer thickness variations is single QW's are used to establish an essentially 
unambiguous correlation of QW thickness with energy upshift for ultra-thin quantum wells. 
PL evidence is presented of the growth, for the first time by any technique, of an InGaAs/InP 
QW of single monolayer thickness ( 2.93 À ). Quantum wires were fabricated entirely by 
VLE as thin as one monolayer and estimated to be three unit cells wide. 

1. Introduction 

Vapor levitation epitaxy (VLE) is a recently developed dual-chamber chloride-tranport vapor phase 
ep.taxiaJ (VPE) growth technique. Details of the system and excellent results on thick layers and 
single hetcrointerface structures have been reported oreviously (Cos et al 1986). The most 
significant advantage of VLE over other growth techniques, however, may be in rte growth of 
ultra-thin layer structures ( < 20 À ) The thinnest InGaAs/InP layers reported for chloride 
transport are about 50À (Kodama et al 1983) and those for hydride VPE are about lOOA 
(DiGiuseppe et al 1981) Ultra-thin quantum wells (QW's) have been reported for a variety of other 
techniques including organometaiiic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE) (Miller et al 1986, Carey et a! 
198?, Wang et a! 1988), low pressure OMVPE (Razeghi et al 1985) molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 
(Ciaxton et al 1987), gas-source MBE (Panish et al 1986) and chemical bertn epitaxy (CBE) (Tsans 
a».d Schubert 1986). In this work we have tried to explore the limits of VLE for the growth of 
thin-layer structures. We present here*a summary of recent results with InGaAs/InP (QW's) and 
quantum wires investigated by low temperature ( < lO'K ) pnotoiuminescence (PL). 

2. Experimenta: 

For this work the growth tesnerature «as reduced from the usual 650*C to 550*C. This impose» 
kinetic limitations on toe growth mectusisas so that growth ratei are reduced to about 2A/sec for 
InP and .24 A/sec and .55Á/*ec for IcGtAi on exact (100) and 2* off (100) oriented substrates, 
respectively. The extremely to*, growti. raw» permit precise using for very thin layers with 
minimal transition effects. Tcere «as BO interruption of growth berween layers. 

PL measurements were maoe «ÍDE lbs 5145À line from as Arson ion laser and conventional lock-it 
techniques. The laser beam « u focused to a spot approximately l50um in diameter to give abou: 
0.2 w/cm: excitation ir:;nsi". unless noted otherwise. Samples «ere cooled to less than 10'K ic i 
varisbie-temperarure h: c.-v- ;: The ?L spectra were recorded tisirr s liquid nitrogen coo:ti C 
detects;. 



PL tpectnus of IaGaAs quants 
well stack taken from tester 
of iwo-<acb diameter wafer. 
Arrows indicate peak potinot 
iron extreme left (L) and right (R; 
edge» of wafer with energy difference» 
noted ia meV. 
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3. Long-Range QW Uniformity 

A structure consisting of four laGaAi quantum wells and a reference layer separated by 500Â InP 
barriers «as grows on a S-doped substrate oriented 3* off the (100) toward the (110). The PL 
spectrum of a sample from die center of the two-inch diameter wafer ia shown in Figure 1. PL 
spectra from the extreme left edge (L) and right edge (R) of the wafer were also taken to assess the 
long-range uniformity of QW thickness and composition. The peak positions for those spectra are 
noted by arrows. The measured spreads were 7.8 meV,5.2 meV,2.3 meV4.1 meV and 1.4 meV lor 
the nominal 17 A, 50À, ÍOOA, 1S0À, and SOOA layers, respectively. The excellent uniformity of 
QW peak positions indicates good uniformity of both thickness and composition over the 20 cm2 

wafer. There are few published reports on QW uniformity for comparison. Razeghi et al (1987) 
reported an average variation of 16 meV in QW peak positions for opposite ends of a 2.5 cm x 4 cm 
wafer grown by low pressure OMVPE. Moroni ct al (1987) showed an average variation of 23 
meV for QW peak positions measured at four comers of a wafer of unspecified dimensions. Both 
attribute the nonuniformities primarily to compositional variations. In our case no particular trend 
is evident. 

4. Atomic Step» in Ultrathin quantum Well» 

Several samples, each consisting of * single thin InGaAs QW sandwiched between InP layers, were 
grown to investigate the limita of interface abruptness and layer thinness achievable by VLE. The 
measured spectra of most of the samples show well-resolved multiple peaks which we attribute to 
monolayer (ML) variations in QW thickness of 2.93Â (a»/2). Similar examples of PL peak splitting 
have been reported for the GaAs/AlGaAs system (Goldstein et al 1983, Deveaud et al 1984, S&kaki 
et al 1985, Voillet et al 1986, Wilton et al, 1587) and more recently for the InGaAs/lnP system 
(Kawaguchi and Asehi, 1987, Wang ct al 1988). The splitting of the PL spectra into discrete peek* 
corresponding to regions differing in thickness by monolayer increments offers some unic-jf 
opportunities for the investigation of QW ben mor. 

The spectra of the first two samples grows in which the expected single PL peaks «ere ío-jr..: :c t. 
comprised of multiple peaks provided a valuable correlation between QW thickness and PL c^cr^; 
upshift (Morais et al, 1988). The spectra of the two samples are shown in Figure 2(s zzs 1(1. 
Sample (a) was grown on a Sn-doped InP substrate oriented 2 degrees off the (100.» '.wzzt v. 
(111). It consists of a 2400À InP buffer followed by an l lA InGaAs QWCTtM-tliD.-rc^: s-d « 
3 6 0 A InP cap. Sample (b) was grown on an Ft doped nominal (100) InP substrate. Ac ir,P t-JAt; 
layer was followed by • nominal 3.6A InGaAt QW (extrapolated from a TEM cicss :tcu's of t 
36À QW grown for 150 see.) and a 600À lap cap. Near lattice-instchrii .„:r.:r -rs v;s 
established by x-ray of a separately grown 2OO0Á InGaAs reference liver. Tnt r. -r . , --
.91pm for both samples arc acceptor-related emissions from the InP (Picker;:; '. T. 
spectra for samples (a) and (b) were fitted niumiog three peaks for (t) tzc :. - :•• : . c 
Toe left shoulder of (a) (1.912 eV) matches tie third peak of (r-) (1.919 eY. 
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shoulder of (b) (L1478 eV) « 4 the second peak of (•) (1-1472 eV). The live different peak 
poiiiimii ulrtiif d from fha two apccua wen converted to energy npehift relative to the peak 
poaiooa (.790 «V) of the eeparatety grown walk taGaAe. The energy ihtttt are piotted at Figare 3 
as a function of "a* where V b the aambcr of monolayers assigned to each peak position. Other 
poiats ia the figure are from the literatare with fbifbnras convened to awaolaycr cquivalcscc. The 
•olid une coaaects valses cakalated for iategral anmbcrs of aionolayers aatog feat effective-mass 
approsJaMtsoa for eketroas aad holes to a fiaise potential welL Valaes need for me effective masses 
of electro» aad heavy hole» to laGaAs ware 0.041 as* aad 0.47 tn», respectively. The bead gap 
ased for IaP was L4205 eV aad for laGaAt, we ased the value of .790 cV determined from the 
peak positions of the reference layer. Band offaem for lhe conduction bead (42%) aad valence band 
(58%) were from Lang ct al (1917). 

The excellent agreement between experiment aad theory (2-5 meV) atiag no adjustable parameters 
indicates that the assignment of two monolayers to the highest energy peak is correct (additional 
evidence wiO also be presented later ia the paper). The saturai quantization of thickness imposed 
by the InGaAi/InP lattice spacing permits aa essentially anambiguoaa correlation between OW 
thickness aad spectral poaitioa to be made. The data from several other growth techniques which 
have beca reported for altra-thia QWs are also plotted to Figare 3. The data from Panisb et al 
(1986) nsing GSMBE aad Carey et al (1987) nsiag APOMVPE fall qoite dose to onr data aad 
cskulated carve. Most of the data, however, fall well below the curve. Some differences should be 
expected for slightly different initial InGaAs balk compositions. Other explanations are required to 
explain variations of as great as 200 meV for QW's reported to be near two monolayers thick. The 
data from Wang et al (1988) were also based upon monolayer fluctuations of QW thicknesses bat 
they calibrated their results with the data\>f Tseng aad Schubert (1986) which differ jreatly from 
our own. Short range nonuniformities can accoaat for some differences. The sample from Figare 
2(a) was thought to be l l A thick, oa average, by TEM measurement bat the peak of the spectral 
envelope occurs at five monolayers (14.7À). The thicker portions of the well, though, small in 
relative area are greatly favored to the PL spectra because of intrsweU csdton diffusion to regions 
of lower energy (greater OW thickness). The energy difference between spectral positions 
corresponding to HA and 15Ã amounts to about 50 meV. 

5. A Single Monolayer 

The spectra of Figure 2 do not show a peak corresponding to a single monolayer. According to the 
theoretical curve it should occur 597 meV above the energy band of oar InGsAs reference isyer 
(.790 eV) which would place it at 1.387 eV (.893»im). This is just to the left of the impurity-related 
IsP peak. Since the sample of Figure 2(b) had aa InGaAs growth time of 15 sec sod an 
citrapoltted average thickness of only 3.6À, s series of samples were grown w i i InGaAs rrowtb 
timet from 10 sec down to 1/2 sec to search for the single monolayer. The structures consisted of s 
1200À InP buffer followed by the InGaAs QW and a 600Â InP cap layer grown on as Fs-doped 
nominally (100) oriented substrate unless otherwise noted. 



fig. a 
PL Spectra for laGaA* siag 1* q iuma wells 
grown lor timet radica ttrd. Peak splimag 
u tfacao #s*san)aaa te thick**** of 
discrete aassben of asoaolnyen (a). 
Shift of peak positions to higher 
energy with shorter growth limes ia doc 
to Uteri! coatmemeat. SaiaD peak 
aear .91a» is frost Inf. 

Fig. 5 
PL apecBBai for laGaAi atagk 
growa for snaaa aad aoaanai 
iadicaird. Peak Bear Slmm ia isapatity-
related IaP peak, h (a) BhoaMe» oo 
right aad left of laP peak an far 1 Bad 1 
monolayers, respectively. Oaê aaoanlaai 
peak «hira to higher energy for (boner 
growth One» dae to lateral aaaataat 

Toe spectra of three of the samples eorrespoodiBg to IaGaAs growth times of 10 sec, S aac «ad 5 sec 
are shown ia Figure 4(b), (c) and (d), respectively. A separately growa reference layer for this 
group of samples gave a PL peak at 1.54jim. Figure 4(a) is a repeat of Figure 2(b) for reference. 
Toe structure at the left of the IaP peak of Figure 4(b) is related to the S-dopcd substrate osed for 
that particular sample (similar ttrucrure is noted for So-doped substrates) aad «iocs not correspond 
to the single monolayer. It should be noted that we lose the 5ML peak at 5 sec growth time aad for 
3 sec growth tune we are i.-fi with the 2ML peak and a weak peak for 3ML. There is also a shift of 
all InGaAs peaks to higher energy for shorter grown times even though they already correspond to 
discrete number of monolayers in thickness. 

The series continues with the PL spectra shown ia Figure 5(a), (b), (c) aad (d) for InGaAs growth 
*mcs of 2 sec, 1 sec, 1 sec and 1/2 sec, respectively. A separately grown reference layer for mis 
group of samples luminesced at 1.5'mm. Excitation intensity is reduced an order of magnitude for 
maximum resolution. Tne spectra of 5(a), with an IaGaAs growth rime of 2 sec, consists of the InP 
peak with a shoulder on the right, corresponding to the blue-shifted 2ML peak, and a peak oa the 
left which could h? from one monolayer. The right shoulder disappears aad the left shoulder 
becomes an obvious peak in Figure 5(b). A substrate misohented 2* from the (100) was used for 
the growth of the sample is Figure 5(c). The growth time is the same as for (b) bat now the single 
monolayer peak is more disunct. For the 1/2 sec growth sample, shows ia Figure 5(d), the single 
monolayer peak is totally separate from the InP imparity-related peak aad is shifted to within 14 
meV of the InP band-gap energy of 1.4205 «V (.872um). 

6. Growth DiscuiiioE 

Several simplifyscc SSJL.~: 
whicn art sut-:: K ~-.r_ 
d i t í . I Ü F ç : - . • . . • 

topography p::'.rc: -.:'•;: r 
assumed to iarsi :J -xac: . 
terracet c zz. :.• -• tr - i ." 
The ÓCffi:r.«i: r: "• - : - t - -
oi e:r:-:: :.' :. . . : ; . • 
alio* r;-•:.::.::;." . ir: 1".'. 
terrace r —?• -*• - - :* cc :: 

.czi are made to the following discussion which bsvc good basis bat 
r. JOB at we o5:aiD additional information beyond these preliminary 

- btrsz oz t i.ri:-2-.£ with seme degree of residual bill-aad-vaUey 
ng. W'jiD growth, for nominal (100) oriented wafers, the hills are 

. ^at-topped metas v bich expand into the valleys by lateral growth of 
J-.2auc3 nuejeatioo ei cates new ML-bifh mesas which also expand. 
.-, of tát oyDamicaJly changing surface is through nucleaooa at edges 
•ui Since txere is no interruption of growth between layers to 

. .< it a>turned to nucieste primarily from the existing ML mesas aad 
- r surface. These InP features could be rather large after growth of 

-=r: ;:r«tc MOSS ir.: InGaAs would simply extend the edges as 
••'_ :. .- .orsi f:: soger growth times the InGaAs regions would 

.-','. v - aticm «:ul reflect the topography of the underlying InP 
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fepreseatatsoa of trace» oa (a) aoa-plaaarized 
•ariace or (b) 2 off - (100) oriented laP stciacc 
abort growth of InGaAt. Drawing 1» not to icaie. 

For a tabttrate oriented 2* off die (100), the surface k assumed «1 ideally consist «f parallel sfL* 
high straight terrace* spaced S4Â apart. The hill-and>valley topography, however, canses local 
curvature, bunching and spreading of the terraces. As InP growth proceeds, lhe surface will modify 
and adjust bst ttüi retain locai variations from ideality. For very short IoGaAs growth times, as for 
samples shows in Figure 5(b) and 5(c), the terraces are simply extended as shows is Figure 6(b). 
With longer growth noes the InGaAs strips overlap. Short-range nonnniionnity is the result of 
terminating, InGaAi growth at other than an integral number of monolayers and also of variability 
of terrace spacing due to nooplanarity of the InP surface. 

7. Quantum Wires 

From the discussion of the preceding section it is obvious that the VLE growth of InGaAs for very 
short times followed by as InP cap layer has resulted in a variety of shapes of ultra-small quantum 
structures of IsGaAs completely surrounded by InP. For the case of vicinal substrates and the 
spectra shown in Fignre 5(c) and 5(d) quantum wires are produced. For the case of nominal (100) 
oriented substrates, tae result» arc not at apparent. Where complete mesas exist on the surface, 
Quantum rings would be produced. Truncated mesas would produce sections of rings and odd 
shapes would exist where netas and terraces merge. For the few new nudeaoon sites produced 
during InGaAt growth, quantum discs «wuld result. The narrow PL peaks evident in the spectra of 
Figvret 4 and 5 and the consistency of the data indicate that one effective shape dominates. The 
relative dimensions of the features are such that all of the structures could be considered to be 
quantum wires. Tbe sizes of the InP mesas are not known but their diameters are at least a factor 
of ten greater than tbe width of InGaAs added to their edges. Eves though tbe wires are curved, 
the PL response should be similar to straighf ones. The critical dimensions of the InGaAs wires arc 
thickness (integrai sucbert of monolayers already identified) and width (determined by the lateral 
growth of loG&As.. 

•llv limited under the VLE growth condition» telected for this study. 
r.ade that tbe lateral rrowta rate for InGaAt from terrace edge* it 

:ccoon or the presence of other nearby competing terraces. The 
determined from Use norma] growth rate of tbe sample whose spectra 
vc'tness was determined by TEM to be 11A for a growth rime of 20 
This yields a literal growth rate of IS.8A/tec. 

"ctrs shown ID Figure: 4 and 5, at well at those from spectra no: 
duplicate growth axes, are plotted in Figure 7 at s function of 

responding estimated literal dimension! are shows at the top of tbe 
* ti rite of l«SÁ/sec The doted circlet are data for nominal (100) 
-r circles are for 2' eff (100) oriented waiert. There is an obvious 

: 10 lateral cuaniutr to: fiaetncnt at InGaAt growth timet arc reduced 
i-.TDlett "turve-fittiDj" study of tbe spectra and the quantum tbifo 

-:.i::nement it ii pror; ess (Morais et ai, 1919) asd will be published 
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later.' Estimate» of the dhaensloss of Ike quantum wires however, are consistent wttV^Ae 
dimensions cakala«ed troa the lateral growth rate. The short growths on 2* off (100) substrates 
(spectra shows la Figure 5(e) and (d)) fall is Use with the nomiaal (100) oriented wafers. Since the 
short growth oa 2* off (100) substrates certainly produce one-dimensional quantum-wirs-type 
featarcs, the agreement with the data from the nominal (100) oriented wafers supports «he 
coateatioa that quaatum wires are also produced oa the (100) oriented substrates, as explained 
previously. Temkio et at (1987} formed laGaAs/InP quantum wires and boxes by milling material 
sway inns s 50À laGaAs/InP quantum well structure. They obtained PL shuts as large as 14 meV 
for 300Â features and predicted structures a factor of tea smaller might be studied by PL. Oar 
smallest qnaatam wires are as tain as one monolayer and estimated to be three unit cells wide. The 
cross-aectioaa! area is therefore about 27À* or a factor of 550 smaller than the wires they studied, 
snrpaasiag their prediction by a wide margin. We also see correspondingly larger energy shifts, 
thaa they did, exceeding 40 meV for both the 2 ML and 3 MX thick wires. 

8- Condusioa 

We have grown a variety of quantum suueuues w in VLE sad ased low temperature PL to 
characterize them. We show excellent long-range uniformity of OW energy across a two-inch 
diameter wafer. Monolayer thickness variations in single QW'i were used to establish an essentially 
unambigaoas correlation of QW thickness with energy spshift for altra-thia QW's. PL evidence 
was presented of the growth, for the first time by say technique, of an InGsAa/IaP QW oaly s 
single awBOlsvcr 2.93 Â nick. A series of quantum wire structures were fabricated entirely by 
VLE as thin as one monolayer and estimated to be owes unit cells wide. Large energy upshifts, as 
measured by PL, are shown to be consistent with a moaolayer-edge-nucleated growth model for 
InCaAs crowth on an InP nonplanarized surface. 
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